How to place lay bets using The Bet
Engine© just before the off.

Paul Beaumont

The picture above is the opening screen of TBE and, as we are dealing with horseracing markets, then
that box has to be ticked in the centre of the page as shown.

Moving on to the right hand column of the page the first heading is
status. There are three alternatives, Inactive, Active or Stopped. All
changes and set up instructions to the bot are done whilst the status is
Inactive. As soon as you have completed the set up, changes etc. and
want the bot to actually work, you set the status to Active. The third
status, Stopped, kicks in if you have a stop loss or a stop profit target
which is something we are not involved in.
The second option is Mode. This can be live or test. This is pretty selfexplanatory, I suppose, it's live if you are playing with real money, and
if it’s test, you’re playing with imaginary money.
The third option to set is Bet Type, this can be back, lay or system. We
are placing lay bets so it is permanently set to lay.
The next is Staking. The stake plan is level, it's the same amount of
money on each horse. I personally don't adjust for commission, if you
tick that box the bot increases the stake by 5%, so I leave that box
blank. The same applies to carry forward losses, that's just information
I don't need, it can be ticked or blank, no matter.
To configure the stake click on the configure button, a window pops up
enabling you to enter the stake you are using. The only box I use is
the fixed stake box. When you have entered your stake click save and
that figure will now appear in the centre of the right-hand column under
next stake.
The box headed Limits is again something I'm not involved in. I leave
the top three at zero. I set the profit target at £10,000 and the stop loss
at -£10,000 because, essentially, I don't want either of those to kick in
and by entering a large amount, it means they won't. There's probably
a more efficient way to do this but it works for me and I only had it to
do it the once, it remembers that.

Moving to the bottom third of the page and we see betting criteria. Obviously the tab Horses is the one
that we are working with and I will go through the tabs below that:
Starting with events, as you can see, the events I'm interested in are UK racing, all course types and the
win market.

On to Ranking, this is set at manual because I will be manually deciding which horses to lay.

Criteria I leave as default, never made any changes to that ever.

The same with Ranges, leave as default

I apply no filters, I want every horse every distance every course to be included.

Snapshots I don't use at all

Under Bet, the bet time can be set from 59 minutes down to 0 seconds before the off. I have it set at 5
seconds before the off
In the box, Use odds: I have it set at 3rd. This is just to make sure the bet is matched, obviously, whatever
odds you ask for, Betfair will always give you the best odds available at the time.
Also please make sure you tick
box Bet on joint favs (recent change)

The results tab is just information.

To the left of the betting criteria is the race information. By clicking on any
race at the top of the screen the race information for that particular race
shows at the bottom of the screen.
We now have to select the horses that we intend to lay just before the off.
There are two ways of doing this. The first way is to place a tick in the box to
the left of the runner(s) selected in that particular race. The alternative is to
load a csv file with the runners selected. This is the file I will be sending to
you every day. When you receive the file in the e-mail right click on it to
save it in the directory,
C:\BetDynamics\TheBetEngine\Selections, this being the default directory
that TBE loads from. When you have done that click the Load button
underneath the race details and the files available will appear. Click on
today's file and then click open. If all goes well. then all of the selections
should then have a tick mark against them for every race.
When you have done this please, please don't forget to change the status
then to Active in order to ensure that the bot actually does the job. Needless
to say, if you forget to do this and leave the status as Inactive (which I have
done on many occasions) nothing at all will happen.

Well, I think that covers it but I've probably forgotten something. If you do have any questions or spot any
holes in what I've said, please don't hesitate to e-mail me at paulbeau@sky.com

